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1. Introduction 
I responded to a question from one of my colleagues at Energy Central, which caused 
me to think about the subject of this post. This brought up some interesting possibilities. 

The California Electric Utility Culture has decided that microgrids will be very useful to 
prevent transmission lines that feed small isolated communities from starting wildfires. I 
expect over the next few years we will see many of these deployed (I would guess at 
least 50). Microgrids have found many other niches, but none of these are large. 

However, what happens when the “wildfire mitigation market” starts to be saturated. I 
have already written multiple posts on this market, and will start by describing and 
referencing my most recent post on this subject: 

Major Evolution of the Utility Paradigm: The electric utility industry has operated 
under the paradigm that big generators are sufficiently more efficient than small 
generators to justify the considerable expense of the T&D network required to get their 
energy to widely distributed loads. This has been the case since Tesla and 
Westinghouse invented the modern electric utility industry. But what if this was not true, 
at least in some cases? 

The answer to the above question appears to be: this assumption is no longer true in 
limited cases, and this will start an evolution of the grid’s structure. 

https://energycentral.com/c/gr/major-evolution-utility-paradigm  

This post will expand on the possibilities for microgrids to expand into other segments 
once the wildfire mitigation market starts to saturate. 

2. Evolution 
The grid is evolving in multiple directions involving residential, commercial and industrial 
facilities seeking to minimize their energy costs and incorporate more renewable energy 
sources. In my home state (California) the big winners in the residential space are 
photovoltaic systems: 

In 2006, then-Governor Schwarzenegger signed the Million Solar Roofs Initiative into 
law, which set a goal of building one million solar energy systems on homes, schools, 
farms, and businesses throughout the state. Now, the idea that once made international 
headlines for its “wow factor” is a reality…1 

The Million Solar Roofs Initiative was also the catalyst for significant job growth in an 
industry that supports hundreds of local small businesses and over 77,000 jobs — more 
people than employed in the state’s five largest utilities combined… 

                                                 
1 Kelsey Misbrener, Solar Power World, “California celebrates 1 million solar roofs”, Dec 13, 2019, 

https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/2019/12/california-solar-industry-celebrates-1-million-solar-

roofs-sets-new-goal-for-storage/  

https://energycentral.com/c/gr/major-evolution-utility-paradigm
https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/2019/12/california-solar-industry-celebrates-1-million-solar-roofs-sets-new-goal-for-storage/
https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/2019/12/california-solar-industry-celebrates-1-million-solar-roofs-sets-new-goal-for-storage/
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As they celebrated the one million solar roofs milestone, solar advocates kept their focus 
on the future with a call for one million solar-charged batteries by 2025. With today’s 
batteries, homeowners and businesses can store solar energy for use after sundown or 
during a blackout. This smooths out prices, takes pressure off the electric grid, and gives 
consumers a degree of independence previously unheard of… 

The above “Solar Roof plus Battery” becomes something much more if you add one 
more component: a modular application controller. The new entity, now called a 
nanogrid, also may help to facilitate the spread of community microgrids in the event that 
the economics from the combination of loads, generation and storage (including 
nanogrids) in a particular community dictate that the added cost of developing 
community microgrid is less than the particular cost of continuing to service it reliably 
from the transmission system. 

2.1. Nanogrids 
I decided that small, single-facility microgrids would play an important role in the 
evolution of microgrids, but needed to identify the best name for the diminutive systems. 
Previously I have used picogrids, but decided this name was too widely used for different 
things. Then I happened upon the title of this subsection. I found this has been used as 
early as 2005 (J. Bryan, R. Duke, S. Round, “Decentralized Control of a Nanogrid“), and 
by a wide range of professionals. Bruce Nordman of Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory seems to have written most about these systems, and I will use and 
reference his definition below. 

A nanogrid is a single domain for voltage, reliability, and administration. It must have at least 

one load (sink of power, which could be storage) and at least one gateway to the outside. 

Electricity storage may or may not be present. Electricity sources are not part of the nanogrid, 

but often a source will be connected only to a single nanogrid. Interfaces to other power entities 

are through “gateways”. Nanogrids implement power distribution only, not any functional 

aspects of devices. Components of a nanogrid are a controller, loads, storage (optional), and 

gateways… 2 

Nanogrids can be highly dynamic, with the set of devices part of it changing over time. This 

includes loads, storage, and connections to other grids (particularly sources). The concept of 

nanogrids have been mentioned in other papers, but with somewhat different meaning and no 

reference to their already being widely deployed. There is a range of nanogrids functionality, and 

for convenience the endpoints are called “minimal” and “full”. 

Bruce is somewhat general in his (2010) definition. Since real-world versions of nanogrids that 

provide electric utility service to residences and small businesses are starting to emerge, I will 

restrict my definition to the commercial versions of these nanogrids. Hereafter when I say 

nanogrids, this is what I am referring to. 

                                                 
2 Bruce Nordman, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 

“Nanogrids -- Evolving our electricity systems from the bottom up”, 2010, 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8B9XW6B7prldVBHUTlhZGM5ZU0/view  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8B9XW6B7prldVBHUTlhZGM5ZU0/view
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2.1.1. Tesla Powerwall 

This appears to be the primary example of storage plus modular application controller. 
The latter is a standard software product with input/output interfaces to the battery’s 
inverter and other systems (mainly a local photovoltaic (PV) system, the facility’s power 
metering interface and/or various Internet entities). 

Although I’m not absolutely sure that Powerwall is the most popular small battery energy 
storage system in the U.S., Last year, Tesla announced that it installed its 100,000th 
Powerwall… Also, as reported in the reference at the end of this paragraph, Tesla has 
stopped taking orders for Powerwall, its home battery pack, if it is not linked to a new 
solar panel project. This should allow Tesla to develop standard interfaces between 
Powerwall and PV systems.3 

The following are descriptions of current Powerwall applications from the Tesla site 
referenced here.4 Note that the current version of Powerwall is “Powerwall 2.” 

Powerwall & Solar: Integrating Powerwall and Solar is the best way to maximize your 
system’s value – allowing you to use solar power day and night…  

Since Powerwall 2 is an AC coupled solution, it is compatible with all inverter types. To 
ensure reliable operation during power outages, at least one Powerwall is required for 
each 7.6 kW AC of solar included in the backup circuit.  

Note from Author: There are two ways to couple photovoltaic to storage: AC and DC. 
The former (as used by Powerwall 2) uses a separate inverters in the battery energy 
storage system (BESS), and for the PV panel string(s). In a DC coupled system the 
battery (not necessarily a BESS) uses the same DC voltage as the PV strings (or a 
DC/DC converter), and the PV and storage systems use the same inverter to interface to 
the facility’s AC power distribution system. 

Powerwall & the Grid: When Powerwall is installed without solar, it can charge from the 
grid if in Backup-only or Time-Based Control to support you during grid outages and to 
help you save money on your electricity bill. When Powerwall is installed with solar, it will 
not be able to charge from the grid.  

Powerwall & Generators: Powerwall can be added to a system with a backup 
generator connected with an external Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS) or a Manual 
Transfer Switch (MTS). 

Powerwall is installed between the utility meter and the transfer switch and can charge 
from solar while the grid is operational. However, the Powerwall and generator are not 
directly integrated which means Powerwall does not charge from the generator. 

In an outage, Powerwall responds immediately and provides backup power before the 
generator can detect the outage. The generator is turned on only when the Powerwall 
has low charge, or if loads exceed Powerwall's maximum output. 

                                                 
3 Fred Lambert, Electrek, “Tesla stops taking orders for Powerwall without solar panels,” March 15, 2021,  

https://electrek.co/2021/03/15/tesla-stops-taking-orders-powerwall-without-solar-panels/  
4 Tesla, “Combining Systems with Powerwall”, 

https://www.tesla.com/support/energy/powerwall/learn/combining-systems  

https://electrek.co/2021/03/15/tesla-stops-taking-orders-powerwall-without-solar-panels/
https://www.tesla.com/support/energy/powerwall/learn/combining-systems
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When grid power returns, the generator will turn off and Powerwall can again charge 
from solar. If Powerwall is installed with a Manual Transfer Switch, manual operation of 
the switch is required to power the home with the generator. 

Powerwall & Electric Vehicle Charging: Powerwall can provide stored solar energy to 
your electric vehicle through your home electrical panel. However, there is no direct 
connection between Powerwall and your charging equipment. 

From another Tesla Site referenced here,5 the following capabilities are described. 

Time Based Control: If your utility offers Time-of-Use rates, you can use less expensive 
solar energy you've already generated to avoid electrical charges during more expensive 
rate periods. 

Monitoring: Each Powerwall installation includes a complete energy monitoring solution 
for your home. You can see how your home both produces and uses energy at any 
given time. 

Multiple Powerwalls: Multiple Powerwall systems will allow you to back up more loads 
and keep your home powered during longer outages.  

Powerwall works with the standard Tesla Smartphone Ap, and this adds the following 
applications. 

Customizing the Powerwall, including: 

Modes When to Use: 

Self-Powered: To minimize your carbon footprint and become more energy independent. 
Only available when paired with solar. 

Backup-Only: To maximize protection during an outage. 

Time-Based Control: If your energy price varies through the day, to lower your energy 
bill. 

Reserve for Power Outages: It is also possible to combine modes. To do this, set a 
reserve percentage – this is the amount of energy your Powerwall will keep stored in 
case of an outage. To adjust the reserve percentage, use the ‘+’ and ‘-’ icons. Then 
choose a different mode for the remaining percentage. We recommend setting the 
reserve percentage to 20%. 

For example, you can set a reserve of 20% for Backup-Only mode and select Self-
Powered for the remaining 80%. This ensures that during an outage you have 20% of 
your Powerwall energy saved, while 80% of your Powerwall energy is used to power 
your home daily. 

Selecting a reserve percentage of 100% is the same as being in Backup-Only. If 100% is 
selected, you will not receive Self-Powered or Time-Based Control benefits. 

You can change modes as often as you like, but keep in mind that changes can take up 
to an hour to take effect… 

                                                 
5 https://www.tesla.com/support/energy/powerwall/learn/why-powerwall  

https://www.tesla.com/support/energy/powerwall/learn/why-powerwall
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Tesla App and Internet Connection: Powerwall needs Internet connection… to receive 
software updates and to communicate with the Tesla app for energy monitoring. A 
reliable connection is necessary to provide new product features over time. 

I also found a good article (linked below) that include screen shots from the App: 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/02/09/everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-
powerwall-2-2019-edition/ 

Just I was about to finalize this post, Tesla released a new version of this product: 
Powerwall+. The specifications below (including their PV system) are from this source.6 

Nominal Battery Energy 13.5 kWh 

Nominal Grid Voltage 
(Input/Output) 

120/240 VAC 

Grid Voltage Range 211.2 – 264 VAC 

Frequency 60 Hz 

Phase 240 VAC: 2W+N+GND 

Maximum Continuous Power On-
Grid 

5 kW input / 7.6 kW output 

BESS Continuous Power 5 kW input / 5 kW output 

Maximum Continuous Power Off-
Grid 

5 kW input / 9.6 kW output 

Maximum Continuous Current On-
Grid 

32 A output 

BEES Continuous Current 24 A output 

Maximum Continuous Current off-
Grid 

40 A output 

PV Maximum Input Voltage 600 VDC 

PV Operating DC Input Voltage 
Range 

60 – 550 VDC 

PV DC MPPT Voltage Range 60 – 480 VDC 

MPPTs 4 (1-2-1-2 input connectors per MPPT) 

Maximum Current per MPPT 13 A 

Maximum Short Circuit Current per 
MPPT 

15 A 

Overcurrent Protection Device 50 A 

Output Power Factor Rating +/- 0.9 to 1 

Round Trip Efficiency 90% 

Customer Interface Tesla Mobile App 

Internet Connectivity Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Cellular LTE/4G 

PV AC Metering Revenue grade (+/0.5%) 

Protections 
Integrated arc fault circuit interrupter (AFCI), 
Rapid Shutdown (RSD) 

Warranty 10 years 

                                                 
6 Fred Lambert, Electrek, “First Tesla Powerwall+ images and specs released”, April 30th 2021, 

https://electrek.co/2021/04/30/tesla-powerwall-plus-images-specs-released/  

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/02/09/everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-powerwall-2-2019-edition/
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/02/09/everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-powerwall-2-2019-edition/
https://electrek.co/2021/04/30/tesla-powerwall-plus-images-specs-released/
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2.1.2. Other Storage plus Modular Application Controller Products 

I’m listing the Powerwall 2 below with other storage/controllers I have identified. I’ve 
referenced a couple of Tesla Powerwall sites above, and will list links for other 
manufacturers below. I will include basic pricing, energy and power ratings. Note that the 
products described and linked below do not necessarily have modular application 
controllers, especially ones as comprehensive as Powerwall 2. They will generally have 
simple controllers to set up their interface to the facility. 

Tesla Powerwall 2: Price: $6,700 each, plus $1,100 for supporting hardware. 

Power and Energy: 9.6 kW (continuous output, off-grid) and 13.5 kWh. 

Pika Energy Harbor: Price: $13,500 (10 kWh System, models available up to 20 kWh) 
note that inverter may be sold separately – this unit appears to have a DC output which 
may be adjustable to be the same as PV string voltage. 

Power and energy: 5 to 10 kW (peak) and 10 to 20 kWh. 

https://www.pika-energy.com/harbor-battery/  

Sonnen Eco: Price: $10,000 to $17,000. 

Power and energy: 8.5 to 17 kW (peak), 5 to 20 kWh. 

https://sonnenusa.com/en/eco/  

Panasonic EverVolt: Price: $13,000 to $20,000. 

Power and energy: 4.6 to 5.5 kW (continuous), 11.4 to 17.1 kWh. 

https://na.panasonic.com/us/energy-solutions/battery-storage/ac-coupled/evervolttm-ac-
coupled-home-battery-storage  

Nissan xStorage Home: Price: $3,700 to $10,000. 

Power and energy: 3.6 to 6 kW (nominal), 4.2 to 10 kWh. 

https://www.nissan.ie/experience-nissan/electric-vehicle-leadership/xstorage-by-
nissan.html  

https://www.eaton.com/content/dam/eaton/products/energy-storage/xstorage-home/en-
gb/Eaton%20xStorage%20Home%20technical%20sheet.pdf  

Enphase Encharge: Price: $4,000 - Encharge 3 and $11,000 – Encharge 10 (data 
sheet links below). 

Power and energy: 1.28 and 3.84 kVA (continuous); 3.36 kWh and 10 kWh. 

https://enphase.com/en-us/ensemble-technology-enphase-installers 

https://enphase.com/sites/default/files/downloads/support/Encharge-3-DS-EN-US.pdf  

https://enphase.com/sites/default/files/downloads/support/Encharge-10-DS-EN-US.pdf  

https://www.pika-energy.com/harbor-battery/
https://sonnenusa.com/en/eco/
https://na.panasonic.com/us/energy-solutions/battery-storage/ac-coupled/evervolttm-ac-coupled-home-battery-storage
https://na.panasonic.com/us/energy-solutions/battery-storage/ac-coupled/evervolttm-ac-coupled-home-battery-storage
https://www.nissan.ie/experience-nissan/electric-vehicle-leadership/xstorage-by-nissan.html
https://www.nissan.ie/experience-nissan/electric-vehicle-leadership/xstorage-by-nissan.html
https://www.eaton.com/content/dam/eaton/products/energy-storage/xstorage-home/en-gb/Eaton%20xStorage%20Home%20technical%20sheet.pdf
https://www.eaton.com/content/dam/eaton/products/energy-storage/xstorage-home/en-gb/Eaton%20xStorage%20Home%20technical%20sheet.pdf
https://enphase.com/en-us/ensemble-technology-enphase-installers
https://enphase.com/sites/default/files/downloads/support/Encharge-3-DS-EN-US.pdf
https://enphase.com/sites/default/files/downloads/support/Encharge-10-DS-EN-US.pdf
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Final notes: I used the source referenced here7 for much of the above information. There 
was at least one manufacturer that appeared dubious (ditto on recent posts I’ve seen on 
the firm), and I couldn’t find a manufacturer’s web site for that firm, so I skipped them. 

2.2. Photovoltaic (PV) Arrays 
In the prior subsection we mentioned PV (mostly without storage) and started drilling 
down on nanogrids. In this subsection we will briefly revisit PV arrays without storage.  

If PV does not have storage, the facility uses the grid for storage via net energy 
metering. Although my utility’s (PG&E) primary tariff for net energy metering (if I guessed 
right, PG&E has ten “NEM…” tariffs), NEM2, is 40 pages long, I believe I found the text 
that describes the basic concept.8 

Energy True Up: 

Net energy metering is defined as measuring the difference between the energy (kWh) 
supplied by PG&E, ESP or CCA, as applicable, through the electric grid to the eligible 
customer-generator and energy (kWh) generated by an eligible customer-generator and 
fed back into the electric grid over a Relevant Period. 

This description went on for another page mostly covering special circumstances, but as 
I understand it, most customers for most situations will be given credit for any energy 
that is “…fed back into the electric grid…” for each billing period. 

2.3. Emergency Back-up Generation 
A large majority of residences and small businesses in my state (California) have either 
a connection to utility natural gas service or have a Propane Tank / Service. This makes 
installation of a whole-home (or –business) backup generator pretty easy. These units 
are similar to a Generac unit.9 

I would guess that the percentage of homes that have back-up generation is inversely 
proportional to the power-reliability for a particular community. 

3. Future Niches 
In the last subsection I said that emergency generation was probably more prevalent in 
areas where power reliability was low. These areas will also be community microgrid 
happy hunting grounds when the “wildfire mitigation market” starts to be saturated. I’m 
guessing they will also be areas with more nanogrids and possibly more PV arrays (with 
or without storage). 

As these areas will exist in a few years, the economics for a particular community may or 
may not be reasonable to convert to a community microgrid. The basic attributes that 
need to be considered include: 

 Are there large PV projects (vs. small single-facility installations) that exist or are 
being considered which might be incorporated into a microgrid? 

                                                 
7 Frank Jossi, Rise, “Best Home Battery Storage Options: 2020 Guide”, Nov 3, 2020, 

https://www.buildwithrise.com/stories/2019-guide-to-the-best-home-battery-storage-options  
8 https://www.pge.com/tariffs/assets/pdf/tariffbook/ELEC_SCHEDS_NEM2.pdf  
9 https://www.generacpowerproducts.com/pages/generators  

https://www.buildwithrise.com/stories/2019-guide-to-the-best-home-battery-storage-options
https://www.pge.com/tariffs/assets/pdf/tariffbook/ELEC_SCHEDS_NEM2.pdf
https://www.generacpowerproducts.com/pages/generators
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 Are there large commercial or industrial emergency generators that can be 
incorporated into a community microgrid? 

 What is the recurring cost of the existing transmission infrastructure (including 
maintenance)? 

 Do the transmission lines feeding the community need replacement or a major 
upgrade in the near future? 

 What potential for demand response exists in the community (see section 3 of 
the paper linked below for demand response via system-load-sensitive pricing 
and price transparency)? 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/iu/ami-%E2%80%93-part-2-creating-demand  

 In addition to PV, are there other large renewable energy sources that can be 
incorporated into a community microgrid? 

 Electric energy pricing for residences and businesses 

One other thing: the prices of many major microgrid components are decreasing rapidly, 
and the number of installations of these are expanding rapidly, so a community microgrid 
that does not come close to penciling-out today will look much better in a few years. 

4. Connection Status 
Depending on whether there is a one or more transmission lines connecting a 
community microgrid to the larger grid at any point in time, a community microgrid can 
have one of the following connection capabilities: 

 Always connected and not capable of independent operation (islanding) 

 Normally connected, but capable of islanding in a local emergency (like a public 
safety power shutoff or a failure in the microgrids transmission system) 

 Normally connected, but capable of islanding in a grid emergency (like a 
widespread shortage of transmission or generation resources) 

 Permanently islanded 

The first configuration is mainly designed to support renewables on the microgrid while 
minimizing their transfer of intermittency to the overall grid. It can also be used as an 
interim capability on the path to the bullets below it. 

Because the second and third capabilities provide an increase in resiliency, it may 
become the default preferred configurations by grid managers and regulators. These will 
also provide better power availability for the consumers connected to a microgrid. 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/iu/ami-%E2%80%93-part-2-creating-demand

